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The validity of geologic projection; a successful example: 

The Straight Creek Tunnel pilot bore, Coloradoi 

by 

Charles S. Robinson and Fitzhugh T. Lao 

U. S. Geological Survey 

Denver, Colorado 

Abstract 

Projection of details of surface geology to depth prior to 

construction has met with only limited success in many tunneling 

operations. in the Straight Creek Tunnel pilot bore good results were 

obtained by making predictions of the extent and kinds but not the 

exact locations of conditions that could be expected at tunnel level 

based on a statistical study of surface features. 

Successful predictions were made regarding percentages of rock 

types, linear feet of faulted and sheared rocks, and attitudes of 

foliation and fractures, including faults and joints. Predicted rock 

loads and final swell pressures in gouge and altered rocks agreed well 

with actual measurements. Ground water flows were encountered in 

expected amounts, but criteria for estimations proved to be unsound. 

1 



Istimatee were made of the amount of temporary support, footage 

of exploratory feeler holes, and amounts of grouting and provided a 

sound basis for estimating total tunneling coats. 



Introduction 

The projection of geology to depth based on surface observations 

has long been the responsibility of geologists and geophysicists. 

Their success iu attested to by many of the mines end petrolenm fields 

of the world. The geolo3ic vemetry of of deposits and crcas of 

accumulation of petroleum has been the subject of intense study for 

many years. The present problem in mineral exploration is primarily 

the identification of this geometry at depth. 

The case is somewhat different in dealing with the geology of 

tunnels. The location of a tunnel is defined within relatively 

narrow limits by the purpose of the tunnel and the location of 

appurtenant structures. Rather than looking for a set of geologic 

ccviditioLe, it is the responsibility of the geologist to define the 

Lcolccie ccnditions--in terms usable by an engineer--within the area 

that will satisfy the engineering requirements for construction of 

the tunnel. 
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Tunnels have been built in many varied geologic environments 

throughout the world, and in roost cases with the assistance and advice 

of geologists. In too few cases, however, Las an attempt been made 

to celrpare the geology as determined prior to the construction of 

the tunnel with the geology determined at the time of construction. 

A notable exception to this i.s a recent paper by Ernest E. Wahlatrom, 

"The validity of geologic proj:.ction: A case history," (1964, 

p. 465-474). In this paper Wehlstro:1 compared the surface geology 

of the Harold D. Rooerts tunnel in Colorado with the geology found 

at the level of the tunnel. ':any significant points were etude at) to 

the type of geology and the relative accuracy with which the different 

types could be projected to tennel level. The borrowing, in part, of 

the title of Dr. Wahlstrom's article for this paper is intentional in 

order to emphasize that the geologic investigations for the Straight 

Creek tunnel were the direct cutcc.11e of the work of Dr. Wahlstrom and 

his associate Dr. L. A. 'earner (7ehlstrom and Hornbeck, 1962; Warner 

and Ilobinson, in preparatiol). Imo. purpose of this paper is to illustrate 

a new approach to surface geologic investigations and to the definit:on 

of the geology at depth for tunnel construction, and to show the 

value of this approach by comparing the predictions with the findings. 

This paper is organised in the order that the work was done: 

collection of data prior to construction, calculations and predictions, 

collection of data during construction, and comparison of predictions 

and findings. 

4 
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History and loc:_tion of the tunnel site 

An all weather transmountin highway route has long been the 

desire of the people of Colorado. At present, highway travel between 

the eastern and western slopes of the mountains of Colorado may be 

interrupted for short periods at any time during about 7 months of 

the year, and for about 3 months travel may be difficult. A pioneer 

bore under the present Loveland Pass on U. S. Highway 6 (fig. 1) 

Figure 1.--NEAR HERE. 

was completed in 1943, but geo_ogic conditions as exposed in this bore 

precluded the construction of a highway tunnel. After many years of 

study of many sites, the present Straight Creek tunnel site was 

selected. A pilot bore about 13 feet in diameter and 8,300 feet long 

was started in November 1953 and completed in December 1964. 

The U. S. Geological Survey requested the permission and cooperation 

of the Colorado Highway Department to conduct a research project on 

the Straight Creek tunnel site; the geological investigations were 

started in 1962 and have continued to the present. This paper describes 

the geologic research conducted in conjunction with the construction 

of the pilot bore. 

The Straight Creek tunnel site, shown on figure 1, is about 

55 miles west of Denver, Colo. The final tunnel will consist of twin 

sores, each about 8,300 feet Long and 32 feet in diameter. The purpose 

All be to carry Interstate Ei:;hway 70 through the Continental Divide 

and so eliminate the use of Loveland Pass on the present U. S. 

Jighway 6. 
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Gen oral geology 

The bedrock of the Strai&ht Creek tunnel site consists of 

Precambrian igneous and metasedimentary rocks with a few Tertiary 

dikes. The bedrock has been highly faulted and sheared and locally 

altered. Overlying the bedrock are a variety of surficial deposits 

including colluvial, glacial moraine, talus, alluvial, and locally 

swamp deposits. The area is within the Front Range Mineral Belt as 

defined by Lovering and Goddard (1950), who have described the 

regional geology. 
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Geologic orations 

The area consists predominantly of granite, equivalent to the 

Silver Plume Granite, and metasedimentary rocks, equivalent to the 

Idaho Springs Formation, both of Precambrian age, as defined by 

Levering and Goddard (1950). Figure 2 is a generalized geologic and 

Figure 2.--NEAR HERE. 

outcrop map of the Straight Creek area showing the distribution of 

the rock types and foliation. 

9 
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	Motnsedimentary metasecamentary rocks consist of a 

variety of biotite-rich gneicscs. Co=on types are biotite-quartz-

microcline gneiss, biotite-cuartz-plagioclase gneiss, hornblende-

biotite-plagioclase gneiss, and sillimanitic biotite-quartz-plagioclase 

gneiss. The metasedimentary rocks are generally fine grained. 

Granitic material commonly occurs along the layering of the 

metasedimentary rocks near their contacts with the granite. In 

nearly all outcrops the biotite, and where present, commonly the 

hornblende, is partially altered to chlorite. In and adjacent to 

the faults and shear zones, the metaoedimentary rocks are commonly 

altered to a green plastic clay, in which the foliation, although 

considerably contorted, is still recognizable. 

11 



Granite.--The granite is medium to fine grained and consists 

of approximately equal amounts of quartz, potash feldspar (microclinc:), 

and plagioclase feldspar (oligoclase), and generally from 5 to 15 

percent biotite. The average composition approximates a quartz 

rnonzonite. The amount of biotite locally ranges between wide limits 

depending upon the amount of partially assimilated metasedimentary 

rock. The outcrops of granite appear fresh, but petrographic 

examination shows that some of the biotite has been altered to 

chlorite and that the plagioclase feldspar has been slightly altered 

to sericite. The granite is extensively altered along some joints, 

along faults, and within shear zones. Associated with the granite 

arc small dikes of pegmatite consisting predominantly of quartz and 

potash feldspar or coarse-grained quartz. 

Diorite dikes.--Augite diorite dikes, probably of Tertiary age 

(Lovering, 1935, p. 30-31), crop out north of the tunnel line 

(fig. 2) and were intersected in the tunnel. The dikes range from 

a few feet to more than 1,000 feet in maximum dimension. They 

consist of fine-grained to apl:anitic augite and plagioclase (andesinc) 

with variable and smaller amounts of biotite and hornblende. These 

dikes rarely show any alteration. 

Surficinl deposits.--The bedrock throughout much of the area is 

mantled by Quaternary surficial deposits (fig. 2). These include 

swamp, morainal, and alluvial deposits at lower elevations in the 

valleys, and colluvial deposits of soil, talus, and landslides on 

the upper slopes. 

12 



	

Structure 

Planar structure include t1,2 foliation of the bedrock and tha 

joints, faults, and shear zones. The attitudes of the foliation are 

sown on figure 2. Figure 3 is a generalized map showing the faults 

Figure 3.--N2AR RE= 

and shear zones that arc greater than 5 feet in width. 

Foliation.--A distinct foliation is recognizable in most of the 

outcrops. The foliation in the granite is the result of a cubparallel 

orientation of the potash feldspar grains. In the typical granite, the 

.iotite has a random orientation, but in biotiterich outcrops, the 

Aotite is oriented parallel to the potash feldspar grains. The 

foliation in the r.etasedimentary rocks is the result of the concentration 

and orientation of the constitunt minerals into bands that range from 

2,253 than 1 to 10 = in width. 

Fllits and zones.--The area lies within a zone of faulting 

and sheering about 2 miles or more wide that is probably related to the 

Loveland Pass fault (Lovering-and Goddard, 1950, pl. 2). The distinction 

made between faults and shear zones was only one of magnitude; faults 

are elongate zones of crushed rock from 5 to 50 feet wide and shear 

zones are zones more than 50 feat wide.• 

13 
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The faults and shear zon.as consist of rock showing varying 

degrees of crushing or shearing. The borders of these zones arc 

gradational—the intensity of shearing decreasing outward froia tha 

center of the zone. Near the laargins, the rock consists of pieces 

from less than 0.1 foot to 0.5 foot in maximum dimensions bounded by 

generally subparallel clickennided shear planes. Where the shearing; 

was more intense, the rock La.; bees crushed to a coarse to fine sand 

and the shear planes are less than 0.1 foot apart and lie in all 

directions. Where the most intense shearing occurred--usually 

accompanied by some alteratiol—the material consists of clay (gouge) 

with variable amounts of cluzz:.- z and feldspar grains. The gouge 

usually does not occur near the center of the sheared zone but near 

one margin or the other, and as disconnected streaks elongated 

parallel to the t...end of the near zone. The faults and shear zones 

vary in width within short di.:tances. The individual faults or 

shear zones pinch and swell and may end abruptly against relatively 

unsheared rock. Some shear zones contain blocks of rock, up to 

100 feet in maximum dimension, that are relatively unsheared although 

surrounded by intensely sheared rock. 
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J.:ints.--Most of the fra:::ures recorded as joints arc probably 

microfaults or shears. An cf2)rt was made initially to distinguish 

between tension and shear joi,1,:s, but nearly all joints showed some 

evidence of shearing. Joint surfaces are commonly coated with 

silica, calcite and dolomite, selenite, epidote, and clay minerals, 

and show slickensides. The rock beyond the joint surface coating 

commonly shows some alteratioa. 

Structural bictory.--At least two major periods of tectonic 

activity are recognized in the Colorado mineral belt (Tweto and Sims, 

1963); one during Precambrian time and the other principally in Tertiary 

Evidences of both periods of activity are recognized in the 

Straight Creek area. The Precambrian rocks are locally sheared and 

recrystallized in the Loveland Pass fault zone. Bands of mylonite, 

recrystallized breccia, and cataclactic gneiss aro common; particulz.rly 

along the Continental Divide. These bands commonly include coarse-

grained dikes of quartz that trend parallel to the bands. Associated 

with these zones of Precambria cataclesis are veins of fluorite and 

calcite or dolomite and silic—. Locally, coarse-grained specular 

hematite occurs in the quartz veins or as a cement to the breccia. Tee 

zones of Precambrian shearing are parallel to and cut by faults and 

shear zones presumed to be related to the Laramide period of orogeny. 

:he Laramide faults and shear zones were the main geologic features1 

that influenced the construction of the pilot bore. There was more 

than one period of Laramide faulting as many of the shear zones and 

faults are cut and offset by other faults and shear zones. 

16 



Preconstruction investigations and compilation 

Geologic mapping of about 6 square miles in the vicinity of the 

proposed tunnel was done in 1962. At the same time the Colorado 

Department of Highways constricted a drilling road between Loveland 

Basin and the head of Straight Creek, and contracted for the drilling 

of core holes, two of which were logged by the authors. The field 

work was supplemented by geophysical logging of the drill holes and 

by laboratory investigations. 

17 



Field rzppin1.--The fiel3 mapping was done with the aid of aerial 

photographs on a 1:12,000 scale topographic base prepared from the 

U.S. Geological Survey's 71i-minute Loveland Pass quadrangle. The 

Colorado Department of Highways surveyed and staked the proposed 

tunnel line and located the drill holes. They also made available 

a 1:1,200 scale topographic map and 1:6,000 aerial photographs 

prepared for them by Continental Engineers, Inc. of Denver, Colo. 

The area mapped compricad about 6 square miles and was principally 

determined by the natural drainage divides north and south of the 

tunnel line (fig. 2). All outcrops within this area were examined and 

the rock type and structure recorded. It has been calculated, using 

the method described by Wahlstram (1964, p. 468), that 4 percent of 

the area was bedrock. Particular attention was paid to the structure 

as it had been determined from the compilation of the data on the 

Roberts Tunnel that the structure, and the relation of the attitude 

of the structures to the. trend of the tunnel, were probably the most 

significant geologic features in the construction of tunnels 

(Wahlstrom, 1964, p. 471). 

13 



Foliation, commonly a direction of weaknass in rocks, is one of the 

important structural element. The foliation of granite is probably tha 

result of flow and is normally not a principal direction of weakness 

except where joints occur parallel to the foliation. The foliation of 

the metasedimentary rocks is a principal direction of weakness because 

of the concentrations of clear.i.ble minerals along certain layers. The 

foliation direction normally is a joint direction. and where the metascli-

Lients occur in a shear zone!t1-4 foliation direction is usually a 

direction of shearing. The foliation of the granite and the folation 

and mineral lineation of the matasediments ware compiled separately fcr 

a 1-mile strip along the tunnel line. As the maxima for the foliation 

of the two rock types agreed, the diagrams ware combined, and ars shown 

on figure 4A. 

Figure 4. --NEAR ELRE. 
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The attitudes of conspicuous joint sets and the range of spacing 

1)atween- joints of a set and the average spacing between joints of a 

z.et were recorded at each outcrop. The number of joint sets observed 

ranged from 1 to 6. The amount and type of alteration on or near the 

joint surface was also noted, and the bearing and plunge of any slickcn-

cides. The recording of the bearing and plunge of slickensides was 

Cciecontinued after a few weeks as it was determined that they had no 

consistent orientation for any joint set. Contour diagrams of the 

,points for different rock types and different average spacings were 

mpiled. No significant relationship between the average spacings 

.d the attitude of the joints could be determined. In the metasedi-

;;ntary rocks, the principal directions of jointing were parallel to 

e strike and dip of the foliation and parallel to the strike and at 

ht angles to the dip of the foliation. A contour diagram of the 

_titudes of the joints in granite outcrops along a mile-wide strip, 

..'ch the proposed tunnel line at the center, is shown in figure 4B. 

;v1“td in the metacedimentary rocks were not included in this 

La.:Tilation as it was felt that the addition of these joints to the 

.ia3ram might mask a strong joint trend that might be related to the 

ctonic evolution of the area. 

21 



The strike or trend of 234 faults or shear zones greater than 

5 feet wide were recorded during the areal mapping. It was difficult 

to determine the attitude of a fault or shear zone even if exposed 

because of the diverse directions of shearing within a zone. It was 

' therefore necessary to measure the average trend as determined 

principally by the topographic expression. The attitude of 74 of the 

284 faults and shear zone could be measured. Commonly it was the 

attitude of a gouge seam within a fault or shear zone. The dip of 

0
these ranged from 350-90 , and averaged 750. Figure 4C is a 

strike-frequency diagram compiled from the strikes and trends of the 

faults and shear zones. 

Core logging.--Four holes were drilled about along the proposed 

tunnel line. Two of these were shallow holes, 75 to 100 feet deep, 

near each portal that were drilled principally as shot holes for 

geophysical work (fig. 6). Generalized logs of the cuttings or core 

from these holes were made. Two holes spaced about an equal distance 

from each portal were drilled for geologic information. Additional 

holes had been proposed at the start of the project but it was felt, 

)ased on the surface mapping, that in this type of geologic 

environment additional holes would contribute very little additional 

information relative to their cost. Also, logs of four holes drilled 

during preliminary investigations in 1955 were made available by the 

Colorado Department of Highways. 

22 



A special effort was made to obtain a maximum amount of 

tngineering geologic data fro::. the drill holes. Figure 5 is an 

-2igure 5. --NEAR HERE. 

example of a portion of one of the logs from one of the drill holes. 

The first column, starting at the left, shows the range in length 

(shaded portion) and the avercf;e length of the pieces of core (numbers 

in shaded portion) as they ware recovered from the core barrel for 

each run. These figures are indicative of the relative competency 

of the rock—other things being equal--wed how the rock will behave 

on mining. The second column shows the percent core recovery per run 

::ad the cumulative percent core recovery to the end of that run. The 

third column shows the size bit and the type of core barrel used. 

Both these factors influence the size of the pieces of core recovered. 

The fourth column shows the intervals cased or cemented and the date 

the casing was installed. This information was necessary for the 

interpretation of the geophysical logging. The fifth column shows 

the rock type and the dip of the foliation. The foliation was assumed 

to strike north and dip east. The sixth column shows the attitude 

of the joints measured in reference to the foliation. For example, 

,a joint that had a strike of 45°to the left of the foliation is 

?lotted as striking N. 45o W. and with a dip measured from the vertical 

z..xis of the core. The seventh column is a summary description of the 

core. 

23 
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The recording of the joints in the core in reference to the 

foliation made it possible to plot the joints on an equal-area net, 

and then to rotate the net so that the assumed north strike of the 

foliation agreed with the foliation maxima determined from the surfz,ce 

mapping, and so orient the joint plots. The joint plots, when the 

probable errors in measurements ware considered, were isotropic. The 

only significant information obtained was that the average dip of 

the joints in the core was 50° as compared to an average dip of 700 

from the compilation of the surface joints. 
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Iavesti,,,ations.--Ceophysical invasti3ations consistc:. 

oh: resistivity, radioactivity, and ca la-ray density log3ing of the 

d:ill hols and seiszdc profiles alon3 and ai; ri3Ice ah6le:; to t'hz 

..-3posed tunnel line. The purpose of the L;eopizysic41 able 

holes was to supple rant the zeoio3ic data obcalh4d f.coaJ Lna 

,_)loic lolmin3 of the holes. The resistivity 1:xta6ureLLekits wera 

by C. 3. Zablocki, and the radioactivity and carawa-ray density 

by W. A. Bradley, both of the U. S. Golo,gical 
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Seicalic surveys were cond'Acted along the tunnel line under the 

direction or R. A. Black and B. L. Tibbetts of the U. S. Geological 

purvey. The purpose was to determine the seismic velocities, and 

changes therein, across the surface and with depth; it was hoped that 

chose velocities could be corrz-dated with the geologic mapping and 

its resulting definition of rock conditions. Geophones were sat 

along and at right angles to the proposed tunnel line at the surface, 

and seismometers (specifically designed for the purpose) were placed 

in the two core holes. Records were obtained from charges detonated 

the drill holes near the portals and from airblasts above ground. 

he results have not been as satisfactory as hoped for, although the 

:analyses are as yet completed. The investigation was hampered by 

lack of precedent on.which to design the equipment and the test 

?rocedures. 

Another seismic survey vas made by R. M. Hazelwood and C. H. 

::filler, of the U. S. Geological Survey, in the vicinity of the east 

portal to determine the thickness of the surficial material that had 

to be excavated at east portal. This survey showed that the surficial 

material ranged from less than 1 foot to 50 feet in thickness. 

• 
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La5or:_tery investigations.--4, continuing program of laboratory 

investigations is being conducted in coordination with the geological 

and geophysical field investigations. The purpose is not only to 

furnish the data that wasp necessary for the interpretation of the 

field geologic and geophysical data for engineering purposes, but 

also to attempt to correlate physical and engineering properties 

as determined in the laboratory with those determined in situ, and 

to conduct research on new techniques and,instruments for determining 

physical and engineering proper: tics in the laboratory and in the 

acad. The laboratory investizations were under the general supervision 

Uf T. C. Nichols of the U. S. Geological Survey. Many of these 

laboratory investigations do not have a direct quantitative bearing 

:)/1 the construction of the final Straight Creek tunnel because the 

::axples were in general the most homogeneous geologically. 

For purposes of interpretation of the field data, and the 

predictions of conditions at tae depth cf the pilot bore, the mineralogy, 

porosity, grain density, dry bulk density, saturated bulk density, 

and the powder grain density were determined for samples from the 

surface and from the drill holes. The swelling properties and 

mineralogy of samples of fault gouge were also determined. Static 

and dynamic elastic moduli were also determined on samples from the 

surface and the core holes, but were of only limited value as they 

could not be considered as representative of the rock in situ. 
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Calculatio.la and prcjictions 

At the Straight Creek sitc, the projection of surface geologic 

features to tunnel level was c,:asidere , ba:;ed o-a Vahlstro.a's 

(1964, p. 474) conclusions, to -.)e impractical. Rather, followin3 

Lhe sun:Yestion of Wahlstrom (14, p. 474) the geologic data was 

Las compiled statistically and presented in terns that could be used 

4 the engineers in calculating design requirements and cost. One 

of the principal purposes of the Straight Creek tunnel project was 

to attempt to do this, and then to evaluate the results after 

completion of the pilot bore.. The predictions have previously been 

t.ado Gvailablo to the Colorado :IiLhway Department (Rubinson and 1.00, 

1962) and summaries published (Robinson and Lee, 1963, 1964). 
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Geologic calculations and predictions 

Rock type. --The relative percentages of the granite and 

tetasedimentary rocks were dc,nrmin3d for each of the two core 

holes drilled in 1962, and from the logs of the four holes drilled 

in 1955 and logged by R. H. Carpenter, and these figures combined. 

The total of these calculations showed that about 75 percent of 

the rock is granite, and related pesaatite and aplite, and 25 percent 

,:atasedimentary rock. It was assumed that these would be the same 

relations at the depth of the tunnel. 

The maximum dimensions of the inclusions of the metasedimentary 

rocks were compiled from the surface mapping and the logs of drill 

holes. The sizes ranged from loss than 0.1 foot .to about 2,000 feet; 

the average maximum dimension was 20 feet. 

Ausite diorite dikes crop out north of the tunnel line, but it 

was considered possible that similar dikes might be encountered in 

the construction of the pilot bore. 

The swelling pressure of the altered rock and fault gouge of 

samples from the surface and the drill holes were determined by the 

1..3thod described by Wahlstrom, aobinson, and Nichols (in press), 

and ranged from 1,400 to 2,900 Iasi with an average of about 2,235 ps!. 

2t was assumed that the fault gauge encountered in tunnel would have 

:pout the same swelling pressures. 
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Foliation.--The foliation of the granite and the rzietasedimcntary 

rocks at the surface strikes in general from N. to N. 300 E. and dips 

600-90° NW. or SE. (fig. 4A). The average dip at the surface is abLt 

70°. In the drill holes, the average dip was determined as about 50°. 

It was predicted that the strike of the foliation at tunnel level 

would be the same as calculated at the surface and that the average dip 

would be between the average dip of 70° determined at the surface and 

the average dip of 500 calculated from the drill holes, or about 60°. 

Joints.--The joints at tae surface and in the drill holes strike 

in all directions. Joints measured at the surface ranged in dip from 

about 45°-90° with an average dip of about 70° (fig. 4B). In the 

drill holes, the joints had an average dip of about 50°. It was 

predicted that the joints at tunnel level would strike in all 

directions and that the avera-e dip would be about 600. 

Faults and shear zones.--The faults and shear zones trend in all 

directions; most of them, however, strike between N. 20o-50o E. The 

dips range from 3c()-90° with an average dip of 75° either east or 

west. It was predicted that the faults and shear zones at tunnel 

level would have the same average trends and dips. It was stated 

that no fault greater than 5 feet wide would be expected to follow 

the proposed tunnel line at the depth of the tunnel. 

The geologic data was summarized and presented at a scale of 

1:1,200 on a geologic section along the proposed pilot bore. A 

smaller scale generalized version of that section is shown on figure 6. 

Figure 6.--NEAR HERE. 
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In constructing the geologic section, no effort was made to 

project individual rock units, faults or shear zones to tunnel 

level. The rock at the pilot bore level was assumed to be 75 percent 

granite and 25 percent metamordhic rock. The minimum, maximum, and 

average distance between fracture; (including joints, faults, and 

shear zones) for each set of fractures as measured in the field 

%.cre plotted on the geologic mid topographic map of the area. The 

average distances between fractures of different seta under different 

geologic conditions as determined from the mapping and the logging of 

zhe drill core were used for the covered areas. The average distances 

between fractures used in the covered areas depended upon'the 

interpretation of the geologic conditions within a covered area. 

The average spacing between fractures, or the average size of the 

piece of unfractured rock, which were defined as the "fracture density," 

".7.3 then contoured. It was then possible to divide the map into a 

aeries of zones with a range in average fracture density and a 

percentage volume of faults. ''ae zones so defined were: a) zones 

of greatest fracturing where the average distance between fractures 

less than 0.1 foot to 0.5 :oot (these were essentially the major 

.::ear zones); b) zones of intel--lediate fracturing where the average 

-istance between fractures was 0.5 foot to 1 foot with about 20 percent 

this zone represented by faults and shear zones; and c) the zones 

least fracturing where the average distance between fractures 

as 1 to 3 feet with about 10 percent of this zone represented by 

vaults and shear zones. These cones were projected to tunnel level 
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1.ased on the distribution of the range in dips as determined from 

the statistal plots of the joints and faults and shear zones. The 

three categories of fracture dcusity are shown by different patterns 

along the proposed tunnel line. On this basis it was calculated 

that 40.1 percent of the tunnel length would be in the fracture 

rnsity category of less than 0.1 foot to 0.5 foot, 49.3 percent 

in the category of 0.5 foot to I foot, and 10.6 percent in the 

category of I to 3 feet. The total number of feet of faults or shear 

zones to be intersected by the tunnel was calculated from these 

figures, and was 51 percent of total length of the tunnel. 
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It should be emphasized Lhat the boundaries between the different 

fracture density categories are gradational and indefinite--this was 

an interpretation—and that C.7.e location of each zone was based on 

Cle projection of statistical values. The length and position of 

these zones was considered LC; be is error by as much as 50 percent, 

but the percentage of the tun-:;e1 in the different fracture density 

categories in relation to the total lenz;th of the tunnel was considered 

to be correct wie.in less thall 25 percent error. 
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Engineering data calculations and predictions 

The definition of geologf.c coazlitions is of little value unless 

these definitions can be inter,:retcd in terms that can be used by 

engineers to design and ecti=te the cost of construction. For this 

purpose, estimates were made of the probable rock loads, spacing of 

the support and the amount of lagging, the need for feeler holes 

and grouting, and the amount 02 ground water. These estimates were 

based on informat,.on used in c,:mpiling the geologic section, 

laboratory data, and e::pericnc..:: in °tiler tunnels. A generalized 

summary is shown by the graph:; below figure 6. 

Rock loads.--The calculations for rock load were based on the 

assumptions that the pilot bore, outside the timbers, would be about 

10.5 feet wide and 11.5 feet high; and that the rates of driving the 

pilot bore and of installing supports—both factors effect the rock 

load--would be as efficient as possible. The rock load, then, would 

primarily be the result of geologic conditions. 
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The calculations were made using the following formula, which 

-3 modified from Terzaghi (1946, p. 61): 

P C (b + h) • W 

Ln which 

P rock loads in psf, 

C a constant depending on rock conditions, 

b width of tunnel, 

h 0 height of tunnel, and 

U weight per cubic foot of rock. 

.:-;10 value for W was determined to be 163.83 pounds based on the weighted 

sverage of the measurements of the saturated bulk density of samples. 

T-.0 values of C ranged from 0.35 to 1.60 depending on the interpretation 

,:)f the rock conditions expected and the possible presence of fault 

rouge. A maximum rock load of about 5,900 psf was calculated. 

1777_cin of sets and 1:71-tin;.--Rock loads, fracture density, and 

the amount of fault gouge or clay alteration products vary from place 

place, although they are interrelated to a considerable degree. 

'2Ile total effect of these geoloL:ic factors on tunnel construction can 

:):2 expressed, more or less quantitatively, by the amount of support 

::at may be required. 
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For the purposes of calcui-tior:, it was assumod that the sets 

,uld be so designed as to su)1 .;rt a load of 10,000 pat and that 

ie tunnel would be driven on 3-shift-a-day basis. Wahlstrom 

p. 8-9) pointed out the relation of the rate of driving to 

support requirements. The principal factor then that will influence 

the amount of support will be the fracture density. Note on 

Figure 6 that invert struts are indicated for come sections. These 

are sections where wide zones c2 cclueesing fault gouge might be 

encountered. 

The prediction of the spacing of cots and amount of lagging 

is empirical. It was recognizoc. that the actual spacing of the 

cots and the amount lagging that would be required could only be 

oter:ained at the time of construction. The purpose of these 

ciculetions was only to ectillz.te the probable total amount of 

_.:pport that would be required and the approximate location of 

-ere this support would have to be installed. 
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Feeler holes nnd rrol:t.--It as recognized that it would probably 

be advisable to test the gro:_,:d in advance of the face if there was 

any possibility of encountering badly broken and crushed rock 

saturated with water, and to consolidate and seal that ground by 

grouting before It was penetr:.ted by the tunnel. Those intervals 

to be tested, based on the fr:ctura density calculations, aro shown 

on figure 6. This totaled about 2,900 feet of feeler holes. It was 

also calculated that to seal these zones would require about 4,000 

cubic feet of grout. This figure was based on the grout used in tha 

roberts Tunnel, which averaged about 10 cubic feet per foot of grouted 

section. 

It should be emphasized that the sections indicated to be tested 

by feeler holes and the sections to be grouted were predictions only. 

It was recognized that in practice the face would have to be carefully 

and continually observed, and that feeler holes should be drilled if 

there were any indication of a water-bearing section ahead of the face. 

The purpose of the predictions was again only to determine a probable 

number of feeler holes and total length of drilling, and the probable 

amount of grout that would be required in order to arrive at a more 

accurate cost estimate. 
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Crol:nd vrter.--The amount of ground water that would be 

encountered in drIving the tunnel was considered to be dependent 

upon the porosity and permcal)iiity of the rock and the height of 

the water table above the tuna,11 level. The porosity of the rock 

was considered to be dependcat primarily on the fracture density 

and the number of faults and shear zones for the different intervals 

of the tunnel. The permeability of the rock was considered to be 

primarily dependent upon the size and interconnection of the fractures. 

The height of the water table was taken as the level of the water 

as measured in the drill holes. The porosity and permeability were 

calculated from records of pur:_ping tests on wells in the crystalline 

rocks of the Front Range, from records of water flows obtained in 

the Roberts Tunnel, and from the reports of water flows from the old 

Loveland Pass pioneer bore. in making these calculations, the authors 

were assisted by G. H. Chase of the U. S. Geological Survey. 
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av-rv.ue axount of. watt-2,7 that was predicted to flow from the 

bvre 1,orta1 is s'ilclan by a L;raph on figure 6. This flow was 

,:‘,1c,..aatec: on the basis of an av:?.rage advance from the east portal of 

tlika Loc.dini; at 1,000 feet per month, and a druw(lown rata of one half 

,:- 11,1 1,:tAN1, rtw, feo-, in ; days and one-tenth of the initlal 

in 10 days. With Assu,'Jptions„ an increasa in ta rata 

4,1 • isrt,ra )1111\ti VOW% O.) At:. 1;0 A P1Ow0V VALO a AdV.111c0 

&,crease the flow. It was calculated that the maximum flow from 

i;he portal would probably be about 500 gpm and that the rate of flow 2 

;;;:eks after completion of the pilot bore would be about SOO gpm and after 

year about 100 gpm. 
• 

A possible maximum initial flow that might occur from any zone of 

.::actured rock within the pilot bore was also calculated based on the 

a:cilaum values of porosity, perolability„ and head. These are shown by 

Idstograms on figure 6. The waximum initial flow for any zone of the 

;r unnel was predicted to be 1,000 gpm. 
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Investigations and 1.csults during construction 

A contract of $1,00,000 for construction of a pilot bore was 

cAzarded to Mid-Valley, Inc. in October 1964 and construction began 

in November 1964. During the zon;:truction of the pilot bore, 

geological, geophysical, labo::atory, and engineering research was 

conducted, and to a limited e=ent, is continuing now that the pilot 

bore has been completed. All the results of this work are not yet 

available, but en.)ugh of the cork has been compiled to evaluate 

the validity of the geologic 1-,1:ojections and the predictions made 

;prior to the start of construction. 
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Geologic investigations 

As the tunnel progressed, the geology was mapped by the authors 

at a scale of 1:600. In addition to recording rock type, the 

attitude of foliation, joints, and faults and shear zones, the 

fracture density and an estir—te of the percentage of the minerals 

in t►ze wall rock that wore altered vas recorded. As a result of the 

records from the instrumentat1:on, the categories of fracture density 

as defined on the surface—t1-_at is, less than 0.1 foot to 0.5 foot, 

0.5 foot to 1 foot, and 1 to 3 feet--were changed in the underground 

mapping to less than 0.1 foot, 0.1 foot to 0.5 foot, 0.5 foot to 

I foot, and greater than 1 foot. It was also the records from the 

instrumentation that showed the necessity for recording the percentage 

of the minerals of the rock that were altered. The geology of ono 

wall for 50 feet to either side of each instrument station was mapped 

at a scale of 1:60. The face of the tunnel at various points was 

mapped geologically by the E:.:ineers of the Colorado Department of 

Highways and by the authors Lt a scale of 1:24. About SOO face 

sections were made. The wooden blocking placed between the instrumented 

set and the rock was mapped at 1:24. Contour diagrams of the attitu,:es 

of the foliation, joints, and faults and shear zones compiled from wall 

and face mapping are shown on figure 7. 

Figure 7.--NEAR HERE. 
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InG',:rumentation 

The Colorado Department of Highways 'retained Terrametrics, a 

division of Patrick Harrison, Inc. to instrument the pilot bore for 

,:he purpose of measuring the _oads on the sets and for the determinon 

of strain rates and total str„lin around the tunnel. 

Two types of instruments were used to make these measurements; 

electronic load cells and boro-hola extensometers. A typical 

installation of instruments is shown in figure 3. The load cells 

2igure 3.--NEAR IMRE. 

were placed between the legs of the sets and the foot blocks. At a 

few stations, load cells were also placed in horizontal positions 

in the crown of the sets and b2tween the legs and the invert struts 

to measure horizontal loads. 'the bore-hole extensometers were of 

two types; single-anchor and 1,:::Atiple-anchor extensometers. A 

multiple-anchor extensometer is shown in figure 3. The extensometers 

were placed in bore holes, generally 25 feet in depth, drilled into 

the roof and walls of the tunnel. A total of 41 instrument stations 

were installed in the tunnel. 

From the data furnished by Terra=etrics, it has been possible 

to calculate the total maximum and stable set loads in pounds, the 

maximum and stable rock load in pounds per square inch as defined 

Terzaghi (1946), the wall and arch deflections in inches, and the 

height of the around arch (Terzaghi, 1946, p. 60) in feet, and to 

relate these to the geologic conditions and the engineering practices 

in the pilot bore (Robinson and Lee, 1065). 
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Ground water 

The total water flow frci the tunnel was recorded at a Parshall 

flume located at about static:, 117+70. This included the water 

introduced into the tunnel for drilling and other purposes, a record 

of this water was taken on a Carlin meter on the waterline. 

Initial water flows at the face and from feeler holes were recorded, 

where possible, by the engineers of the Highway Department. They 

also recorded, where possible, the decrease in the rates of flow from 

the face, from fractures in the walla, and from feeler holes. 
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Comparison of predictions and findings 

One of the main purpoc:s of the Straight Creek project, as 

previously stated, was to evzluate a statistical method of compilir.3 

geology and predicting geolo;.,ic conditions at tunnel depth. The 

predictions were published prior to the construction of the pilot 

bore by the authors (Robinson and Lee, 1962, 1963, and 1964). 

Table 1 is a compilation of C.e prec.ictio:is and the findings of 

this project. It is to be acted that there is, in general, a 

relatively close agreement bLtwcen most of the predictions and the 

findings--indicating the validity of the method or luck, or both. 

As important as -le cases whc..::e the figures agree are the cases 

where they don't, and the rons for the lack of agreement. The 

table too, does not tell all the story where the figures are in 

close agreement, and is in need of e::planation. 

The predictions were based on a tunnel of 8,050 feet in length 

and 10.5 feet wide and 11.5 fcet high to be supported by square set 

timbers. As a result of a la.-.dslide at the east portal (Robinson, 

Carroll, and Lee, 1963), the cast portal was moved about 150 feet 

south and the portal grade lowered about 16 feet. This lengthened 

the tunnel to about 8,300 feet. Also, during construction, steel, 

rather than timber sets were used for the most part and the diameter 

of the tunnel outside the steel averaged about 13 feet. Two types 

of steel sets were used: 4-inch "I" beam weighting 7.7 pounds per 

foot and 6-inch '1 W' beam weighing 25 pounds per foot. 



Geolocc mcasurclzents 

The geologic features pre;:icted were the percentage of rock types, 

the percentage of the pilot bcie that vould be within the different 

categories of fracture density, the percentage of the length of the 

pilot bore that would be in fa..11t.; or shear zones, and the attitudes 

of the foliation, joints, and faults and shear zones. 

Rock types, --The percenta;;e found in the pilot bore of 75.4 per,:cnt 

granite, 23.3 percent metasedientary rocks, 0.3 percent diorite dikcs 

compare well with the predictions of 75 percent granite and 25 percent 

ratasedimentary rock predicted. The figures show that the sample used--

the nuzlber of feet of drill holes logged—was adequate to define the 

rock types. 

Fracture density.--The fracture density categories as defined on 

the surface were modified in the underground mapping. D.— fracture 

density categories shown on Table 1 are a combination of the two systems 

used in order to make the predictions and finding comparable. 
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A preliminary aaalysis of -v.—Late of the instrumentation and 

..1,e geology of the pilot or i.lacazez; that thzse categories are prol)aly 

"ot the significant ones from encineering standpoint (Ro.)inson and Le, 

1905). Apparently, when the avaragz siLe bloc:c of rock or the average 

astance between fractures excc..:2s 0.3 foot, tLe loads that develop are 

y:ore dependent upon the nature Jf surface of tha fracture than th. 

.:.e ofof blocks or the spacina o: fractures. Also, the loads increase 

.;.,:eatly with an increase in roe:: alterat-icn. The largest loads develop:1d 

h— the shear zones where the rock had been ground to fine sand or sma7.1ar 

where most of the mincrals altered to clay minerals, and where the 

1-la was damp. A better defini,:ion of fracture density, taking into 

recount the amount of alteration, is nceded. 

Faultr3 shear zones.--Underround, only Zaulta or shear zones 

i;reater than 1 foot wide were used to calculate thu sum of the width;; 

of the faults and shear zones. The prediction of 51 percent of tha 

total length of the tunnel in faults and shear zones is considered 

ithir: the Units of mapping a4couracy for the Lleasured 49 percent. 
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Attitudes of faults and n7lcar zones.--At the surface, the strike 

or trend of 284 faults greater than 5 feet wide in the 6 square mile 

area were measured, but the (1:.? could be measured on only 74. Of 

these, 24.7 percent had a strl.ke or trend between N. 20°E. and 

N. 50° E. and 44.8 percent between N. 20° E. and N. 80° E. The 

o
average dip of 74 of the faults was 75 either east or west. 

Underground the attitude of 120 faults and shear zones greater than 

1 foot wide were measured. Tao mmcima are defined; one representing 

faults that strike about N. 45° E. and dip 400-60° SE. and one 

representing faults that strike about N. 20° E. and dip about 75° SE. 

These figures would appoe.r to compare favorably with the 

predictions when it is considered that there is only 4.0 percent 

outcrop at the surface in a 6 square mile area, and that the pilot 

bore is essentially a linear feature across the area, but with 

100 percent exposure. The prediction that no fault or shear zone 

greater than 5 feet in width would be expected to follow the tunnel 

for any distance vas upheld--probably by luck as the tunnel line 

was moved 150 feet south. 
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		The preliminary analysis the and the results of the 

::,,trumentation in the pilot 1.c:a (Robin.;on and Lae, 1565) indicates 

in part the loads are prob.ably related to the apparent angle of 

dip of the faults and shear zons in relati.on to the trend of the pilDL 

bore. The maximum loads developed where the apparent dip of faults end 

tear zones was about 45°. The loads were less where the dips were 

:eater or less than 45'. It w,:,s also indicated that the width of 

fault or shear zone in a turn 21 must be about one-half the diameter 

the tunnel before its effect on the loads can be noticed. Better 

:thous --possible geophysical methods—for defining the maoaitudes 

.11d attitudes of faults and shear zones at the surface are needed. 

The prediction that the joints in the pilot bore would strike in 

direction was upheld by mapping in the pilot bore. The average 

.p of 600 determined at the surface was high when compared to tha 

ilerage dip of 45° determined in the pilot bore. 

http:relati.on


Joints mapped on the t‘alls and on the heading faces were compile(: 

::arately and yielded coasiderily difZerent plots. Oa the walls, 

:-elatively fewer joints were rcc3rdcd with a N. 45° E. strike and 

')rthwast dip vhereas on the fac-..s fewer joints striking N. 200 E.• 

— 20° W. and dipping northwest or southwest wore recorded. This 

ca.:Iparison indicates that what i3 considered a sigaificant joint, and 

co recorded, depends upon the ti:end of the sur face in the tunnel being 

:_lpped in relation ‘o the attitu.le of the joint and the direction of 

iving the tunnel. Figure 511 “ls compiled froz all the joints recore.e.:3 

ua the wall and from about ea ec,;a1 nu7)er randomly selected from the 

i:acc mapping. About 4 times as mzny joints were measured on the face: 

on the walls because of the czalc of mapping and the number of Faces 

Lived--about 300 maps at 1:24. 
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Attitude of foliation.--e rna of the foliation at the 

_urface and in the pilot bore is close, but the dip is considerably 

lower in the pilot bore. A .ob:.:3ible c:xplanation of the difference 

in the dip may lie in the relive nuL:,ber of measuremehts made in 

t:le granite and in the metasedeLtary rocks; the foliation as 

-“aasured in the two rock typo:: have been coiLbined on the same diagra -as. 

the surface, figure 4.A re-or_sents 161 measurements in Eranite and 

in the metasediments; in pilot bore, 93 measurements were in 

the granite and 113 in the et.asedi.r.ents. Also, probably the relation 

(DA.P the surface of measurement in the pilot bore to Vile attitude of 

foliation (as with the Joints) influences the number of 

c)bservations made. 
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The items conoldercd ',.meter enzineerinz measure:; entz; are 

, • . •"- "7 0: 

::)una-vater flow3. 

rock load of .-„;,..„C-0 

.-3 cLaculal bazed upon ti:e t,Ileoric,z of Terzagni (1;), aa previolly 

This flizure wa bacta tie preliminary de6i6;n of a 

x 11.5-foot tunnel. The pilot bore a,AIrcled about 13 feet in 

IJJj. the .a:.c for=aa)the predicted zzximult rock load for 

z;ize b,s; 6)(,7C' psf,. 
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,:sul4 theor;_es as to tha 

tresz; around a tunnel as djuasef.. by (1!-A6) have 

chanced. It is I-Inown that Zz', t,1:(! frxe aiWance:; ;way u point, a 

maximum lod dc:vc1Q:27,. at that . after a 17.yrloa of 

As the rk- ,; of tile ins;runtazion, 

..2oint, 

drop3 off to a a,)ict load. ti:L-a for, aLd of 

develop:Lent of t c,aximum lo:1 te requir for to 

to ..tabili!Le aled the magnitude of the '.able load, are deinaent 

Upon the geoloL;ic conditions, ti is ez;ineering practicez, and t:-lo 

dithensions of the t1Inn,--1. It .1.1 ps3:1ole ccrtain to 

determine tl:e part of f; tho result of tIle engincz.rin 

.i7,r%ct,ica3 and the part •that the rc:;ult of iftolodic conditioza 

(Rooin.;oa an(a. Lee, 1965)— 

:6 (5 a. ''ollowa) 



The predicted rock load and the m3asured geolozic load cannot 

be compared because ye now know that the existing theories for 

T.1-edicting loads are not adequate. Probably, the calculated geometric 

idpoint for the worst geologic conditions most closely fits the 

.aeory as developed by Terzaghi (1946). 

Fault p:mqe final swell pressure. --it was assumed that weathering 

rd ground water would .not appreciably change the clay mineralogy of 

:atilt gouge and altered rock at the surface, :11c1. that the final 

pressures of this materiLi in the pilot bore would be about 

;;he same. The average final swell pressures of 29 samples collected 

from the pilot bore was 1,727 psf which compares favorably with 

an average final swell pressure of 2,233 psf based on six samples 

from the surface. The assumption that the final swell pressures of 

;amples from the surface wouln be about the same as for samples 

:rom the tunnel would appear to 'be valid. 
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Ground-vat9r flows.--rite figures for the prediction of the 

average flow from the portal and the flow actually measured have 

little significance. The authors failed in their original calculations 

and predictions to consider the time of year and the influence of 

the spring runoff. The normal ground-water flow from the portal 

was increased by a factor of 7.5 times as a result of the spring 

runoff. 

The predicted flow from the portal 2 weeks after completion of 

the tunnel was based on a constant rate of advance of the tunnel of 

1,000 feet per month. The average rate for the tunnel was about 

610 feet per month. At this rate of advance, the estimated flow 

would have been about 183 gpm. These figures, although comparable, 

are meaningless because the influence of the spring runoff vas not 

considered, and if the tunnel had been completed in the spring, the 

measured flow would have been greater than the predicted flow. 
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All the water calculations were based on an interpretation of 

the porosity and permeability of the faults and shear zones. In tine 

pilot bore, however, the fau:..:s and shear zones were essentially 

dry until they had been opencd up. The principal water flows came 

from relatively competent rock with open joints that normally were 

beyond the limits of the faults and shear zones. The approximate 

agreement of the ground-water flows, then, can be considered due 

more to luck than skill. 
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Enainerin,; practices 

ihe predictions of the cp:_ain3 of 44L4.1..a, la- 4 ac. end bloc%-inf,,41 

feeler roles, czld amount of 3-rut were, c: course, ezc,pirical be 

actual recuirements can be detzrmined only at the tiuo of CCt. J 

It wes felt that such predictino would be of value in estimatinz the 

e: our, of construction. Geolc -ic conditions alone do not determine 

:L:quirements. Other -,:actors, Lo:ae of s.hich have been discussed in 

:elation to the zeolozic loati, also e:cert aa influence. 

r?t c-ncine'.--In the pilot bore, the seta were not uniformly 

.:;paced, particularly %Ilere jt=r) sots were adJed. For the purpose 

,f e0:;rison, with the pre&iction, s-,:acin,r; of 0.5 foot to 1.5 feet 

re c:-nbined cad compared with I foot, 1.5 to 2.5 with 2 feet, 

2.5 to 4.5 with 4 feet, and 4.5 and greater with 5 feet. 

These fi3ures are consic:::red to caree very well when all the 

Eactors that influence support ar...1 consi(!cred; also the len3tA of 

the tunnel =3 increased by a7;,ro:liately 33J feet. The total nuzaber 

of sets predicted was 2,691. The aetu:41 Luiz.ber u ed c;as 2,359, 

.:1thoull the calculated nit.: bcr of sets basecl on our m;fluctut Of 

c.ctual set spacin3s is 2,2,74. 

For invert struts, it ‘J;..-4 14:e61cted iat 1.4 percent o2 the 

zunnel len3th would require stvuts en 1-toot centers, or 11:; strutu. 

(:no contractor used struts fur percent of the tunnel length, but 

these were on 1- to 3-foot centers. The total nuaLber used was 210. 
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',al-Ting and bloekin!;.--ri:e predictions for lagging and blockiryj 

specified sections of the tun:_el that would recuire blocking only, 

blocking and lagging along the back, and blocking and lagging along 

the arch and walls. In practice, it was more convenient to record 

the percentage of blocking and lagging around the walls and arch. 

The predicted figures have been converted to percentages for 

comparative purposes and arc ehoull on Table 1. 

Feeler holes.--The drilling of feeler holes was recommended in 

the preconstruction report (a_binsoa and Lee, 1962), and the 

approximate areas in which thzy night be advisable was indicated. 

In practice, the Colorado De;,:rtment of Highways and the contractor 

considered it advisable to at least one feeler hole about 40 feet 

in advance of the face for most of the length of the tunnel, a 

decision in which the authors concurred. For that reason, there is 

a considerable difference--by a factor of almost 4 times--between 

the predicted number of linear feet of feeler holes and the footage 

actually drilled. With hindsight, it is obvious that the large 

percentage of the holes did not intersect broken, water-saturated 

ground, which was their purpoLe. From an economic and safety point 

of view, however, they wore afvisL:ble in that they gave the contractor 

a better idea of the ground advance of the face and allowed him 

to more economically plan such things as lengths of round and supplics--

sets, timber, etc.--needed in the tunnel. 
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Grout.--It was predicted ',:hat it would be economically 

advantageous to grout certain types of ground as determined by 

feeler holes in advance of the face. The purpose of the grout is 

to consolidate the ground and seal off water and so reduce the 

amount of support required and the difficulty of driving through 

that section. The alternative is closely spaced steel supports and 

essentially hand mining. This decision is the prerogative of the 

contractor and his employer, cad in the pilot bore the decision was 

that grout was not needed. 

Cost.--The pilot bore was holed through during the first week 

of December 1964 and cleanup y)rk coLipleted in January 1965. The 

cost of the contract plus force account work was approximately 

$1,400,000. 
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Co :elusions 

The validity of a geologic ?rojection depends upon the geometry 

the geology, the amount of tic available for surface examination, 

amount of time and money ay.:111able for drill-hole investigation, 

.d the application of ccophyoi:al tchniques—and the knowledge and 

:zperience of the geologist in e.harge. The Straight Creek Tunnel, 

:lorado project has established that geology cart be treated 

,,tatistically to predict the ki-::ds and percentages of different 

,.-ologic conditions at depth, atd that engineering requirements can 

equated with predicted geole....tc coneltions to permit reasonable 

s'ti::.ates of construction costs. Th3 failures of some of the 

2redictions have revealed those fields in which there is not adequate 

cologic and engineering knowle2ge. Stress history around openings 

nonisotropic ant-nenhomogens r,)c%s, and the factors that 

.:ffect the flow of ground water in crystalline rocks need more study. 

:atinued research in the field )f predicting geologic and engineering 

,-.onditions at the depth of a tunnel viii allow more accurate predicti,m; 

to be made, and so reduce the cyst of construction by the amount that 

Zs required for unfot7een continencies. 

The Straight Creek Tunnel project was analyzed with a limited 

:.,:.Lber of geologic variables, tiaich probably in part accounts for its 

success. It is believed, however, that a similar approach—with 

similar success--can be applied to the projection of geology to depth 

ia any geologic environment if the geometry of the geology is 

understood and carefully analyzed. 
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.appendix 

Examples of types of data and methods of analysis mentioned in report. 

Geologic map of a portion of the tunnel at 1 inc'n-50 feet. The entire 
tunnel has been geologically mapped at this scale, and the maps used 
to compile a map at 1 inch=100 feet. 

Geologic plan of south wall of the tunnel at 1 inch=5 feet at instru-
mentation station SIS 2 and PLC 4. Such maps were made for each 
instrument station, and frot! them an analysis made of the princirwL 
structural elements. 

Analysis of nrincipal structural elements for station SIS 2. 

Example of geologic section at 1 inch=2 feet of the tunnel face. 
These were made at least once a shift. 

Example of blocking (1 incn-2 feet) for each of the instrumented sets 
in theipilot bore. These examples are for instruLlented sets at PLC 4. 

.exults of mineral analyses of two samples taken from the walls of 
the tunnel at SIS 2. 

Size analyses of two samples taken from walls of tunnel at SIS 2. 

Table of swell capacity and '..)VC swell index of samples taken from 
faults near SIS,-2. 

Electrical resistivity meaL:ements at instruentation station 
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